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Mission and vision of the Department
Vision of Mechanical Department
To establish the state of the art learning center in Mechanical Engineering which will impart global
competence, enterprising skills, professional attitude and human values in the student.
Mission of Mechanical Department
1. To impart quality technical education to the students. 2. To develop comprehensive competence in
the students through various modes of learning. 3. To enable students for higher studies and
competitive examinations. 4. To facilitate students and industry professionals for continuous
improvement and innovation.
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EXPERIMENTNO: 0 1
Title: Determination of Linear/ Angular dimensions of a part using precision /non precision
measuring instruments. (Vernier Caliper, Digital Vernier Caliper, Vernier Height Gauge/Digital
vernier height gauge , Vernier depth gauge ,Micrometer, Digital Micrometer, Combination Set,
Bevel Protector etc.)
Aim: To study about linear and angular measuring instruments
Instruments: Vernier Caliper, Digital Vernier Caliper, Vernier Height Gauge/Digital vernier height
gauge , Vernier depth gauge Micrometer, Digital Micrometer, Combination Set, Bevel Protector.
1. Vernier callipers:
Working Principle: The principle of vernier is that when two scales or divisions slightly different in
size are used, the difference between them can be utilized to enhance the accuracy of measurement.
The Vernier Calliper essentially consists of two steel rules and these can slide along each other. The
details are shown in fig. below

Fig: vernier calliper
Least count = value of 1MSD/Total no. of VSD
1 MSD = 0.1mm, Total no. VSD = 5 therefore LC = 0.02mm
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Types of Vernier Calliper:
Dial Vernier Calliper: Instead of using a vernier mechanism, which requires some practice to use, the
dial caliper reads the final fraction of a millimeter or inch on a simple dial.
The pointer rotates once every inch, tenth of an inch, or 1 millimeter. This measurement must be
added to the coarse whole inches or centimeters read from the slide. The slide of a dial caliper can
usually be locked at a setting using a small lever or screw; this allows simple go/no-go checks of part
sizes.

Digital caliper: Digital calipers can be switched between centimeters or millimeters, and inches. All
provide for zeroing the display at any point along the slide, allowing the same sort of differential
measurements as with the dial caliper. Digital calipers may contain some sort of "reading hold"
feature, allowing the reading of dimensions even in awkward locations where the display cannot be
seen.
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Observation Table:
Least Count =
Component-I

Vernier
Main

Scale Vernier

Scale Reading

Scale
(VSR) Measured

Reading (MSR) Coincidence

= VSC x LC in Dimension = MSR +

in mm

mm

(VSC)

VSR in mm

Inner diameter
Outer diameter
Thickness
Depth
Total length

2. Height gauge: It is used either for determining the height of objects, or for marking of items to be
worked on. These measuring tools are used in metalworking or metrology to either set or measure
vertical distances; the pointer is sharpened to allow it to act as a scriber and assist in marking out
work pieces. The details are shown in fig. below
Types of height guage : 1.vernier height guage 2. Dial height guage 3. Digital vernier height guage

Fig: vernier height guage
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Observation Table:
Least Count =
Component-I

Vernier
Main

Hieght

Scale Vernier

Scale Reading

Scale Measured
(VSR) Dimension

=

Reading (MSR) Coincidence

= VSC x LC in MSR + VSR in

in mm

mm

(VSC)

mm

of

Component

3. Micrometer: It works on the principle of fixed nut and moving screw .Anvil of micrometer
occupies fix position in relation to main nut in which screw moves. Screw is fixed with spindle.
Hence spindle moves with movement of screw. Thimble are permanently secured to screw. Spindle
is thus moved by rotating thimble. The pitch of screw thread is 0.5mm; so that one revolution of the
screw moves it axially by 0.5 mm. Main scale on barrel has smallest division of 0.5 mm, the thimble
has 50 divisions on its circumference.
i.e. One division on thimble = 0.5 / 50
L.C = 0.01 m
It is used to determine the diameter of a cylindrical component to an accuracy of 0.01mm

Fig: micrometer
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Pitch =

No. of divisions moved on the main scale /No. of rotations given to thimble

L.C. = Pitch / No. of divisions on the thimble
Observation Table:
Least Count =
Component-I

Vernier
Main

Diameter

Scale Vernier

Scale Reading

Scale Measured
(VSR) Dimension

=

Reading (MSR) Coincidence

= VSC x LC in MSR + VSR in

in mm

mm

(VSC)

mm

of

Component

4. Vernier depth gauge
This is similar to vernier height gauge. It consists of main scale, vernier scale, jaws, and lock nut fine
adjustment screw like vernier caliper as shown in fig.In vernier depth gauge, graduated scale can
slide through the base and vernier scale remains fixed.The vernier scale is fixed to the main body of
the depth gauge and is read in the same way as vernier caliper.In vernier depth gauge, graduated
scale can slide through the base and vernier scale remains fixed.The main scale provides the datum
surface from which the measurements are taken.Vernier depth gauge is used to measure depth of
holes, distance from a plane surface to a projection and recess.
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Fig: Vernier depth gauge
Observation Table:
Least Count =
Vernier

Component
Main

Scale Reading

Scale Vernier

Scale Measured
(VSR) Dimension

=

Reading

Coincidence

= VSC x LC in MSR + VSR in

(MSR) in mm

(VSC)

mm

mm

Depthof
Slot/Hole/Recesses

5. Bevel protector: It is use for measuring & lying out of angles accurately and precisely within 5
minutes. The protector dial is slotted to hold a blade which can be rotated with dial to the required
angle and also independently adjusted to any desired length. The blade can be locked in any position.
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Fig: Bevel Protector

Fig: Application of Bevel Protector
Observation Table:
Least Count = 1 main scale division × 100
No.of division on vernier scale
Component

Vernier
Main

Angle

Scale Vernier

Scale Reading

Scale
(VSR) Measured

Reading (MSR) Coincidence

= VSC x LC in Reading = MSR

in mm

mm

(VSC)

of

Specimen
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+ VSR in mm

6. Combination Sets: - it is a tool used for multiple purposes in woodworking, stonemasonry and
metalworking. It is composed of a ruled blade and one or more interchangeable heads that may be
affixed to it. The most common head is the standard or square head which is used to lay out or check
right and 45° angles The combination set consists of scale, squaring-head, protractor and center-head.
It consists of a heavy scale, which is grooved all along its length. It is on this groove that sliding
squaring head is fitted. One surface of the squaring head is always perpendicular to the scale and it
can be adjusted at any place by the locking bolt and nut. The squaring head also contains a spirit
level which is used to test the surfaces for parallelism. For laying out dovetails an included angle is
also mounted on the scale. It can also slide to any position and be locked there. A scribing point is
also inserted into the rear of the base for scrubbing purposes. The squaring head and scale can be
used

for

height

and

dept

measurement,

inside

and

outside

Fig: Application of Combination Sets square
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squaring

operation.

Uses of combination set
Measuring angles — a combination square can reliably measure 90° and 45° angles. The 45° angle is
used commonly in creating miter joints.
Determining flatness — when working with wood the first step is to designate a reference surface on
a board which is known as the face side. The rest of the workpiece is measured from the face side
Measuring the center of a circular bar or dowel. The rule is assembled through the center of the
center square, the two cast iron legs of the center square are then placed against the outside of the bar
(dowel) allowing a center line to be scribed alongside the ruler. Perform this action at two locations
and the intersecting lines will approximate the center of the bar (dowel).
Protractor head allows angles to be set and measured between the base and ruler.
A rudimentary level for approximating level surfaces is incorporated in the protractor and also the
45° holder. By moving and setting the head, it can be used as a depth gauge or to transfer
dimensions.
Marking the work surface; with the included Scribe Point stored in a drilled hole in the Square Base.
It is used to find the center of the round jobs, for measuring angles.

Conclusion:
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EXPERIMENT NO: 02
Title: Error Determination with Linear/Angular Measuring Instruments.
Aim: To find the Error using various Linear/Angular Measuring Instruments
Instruments: 1) Linear Instruments: Vernier Caliper, Digital Vernier Caliper, Vernier Height
Gauge/Digital vernier height gauge, Vernier depth gauge ,Micrometer, Digital Micrometer.
2) Angular Instruments: Combination Set, Bevel Protector, sine bar/sine Centre/profile projector/
tool makers microscope.
Error Determination Table: Students will use Measuring Instruments and Job/work piece for
determining the % error in Measurement using various instruments.
Sr.No

Name of

Result

Name of

Result

Instrument

Measured

Instrument

Measured

1

Value

2

Value

1

2

1
2
3
4
5
6

Conclusion:
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Error

% Error

EXPERIMENT NO: 03

Title: Measurement of thread parameters using floating carriage measuring machine.
Aim: To measure the Major, Minor and Effective diameter of external parallel screw threads using
Floating Carriage Micrometer.
Apparatus: Floating Carriage Micrometer, Wire (1 to 4mm), Specimen, Hooks, etc.

Theory: In order to ensure the manufacture of screw threads to the specified limits laid down in the
appropriate standard it is essential to provide some means of inspecting the final product. For
measurement of internal threads thread plug gauge is used and to check these plug gauges Floating
Carriage Micrometer is used for measuring Major, Minor and Effective diameter. Measuring
machine shown in the figure has “Base”with two small and one big adjustable support knobs
provided for leveling the assembled unit. Base has two parallel integral “V” grooves one short and
other long. Long groove is for guide pegs located at the bottom of “Intermediate Piece” or “Carriage”
(B) and smaller for a ball. One more “V” pair is in the Centre of the base, which is provided for
accommodating “Centers” (E) to hold workpiece. Carriage has two parallel “V” grooves, one to
accommodate two balls and other to accommodate one ball. Underneath the floating top (C) there is
one “V” groove on one side and flat portion on other side. Digital Micrometer is in one bracket (with
less width) and dial type fiducial on the other side lever is provided to tighten it. Two wire method
can be carried out only on the diameter measuring machine described for measuring the minor
diameter, because alignment is not possible by two wires and can be provided only by the floating
carriage machine.
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Fig: Floating Carriage Micrometer

Definitions related to parallel screw threads:
Major Diameter: The diameter of an imaginary cylinder (termed the major cylinder) which just
embraces the crests of the external thread or the roots of an internal thread.
Minor Diameter: The diameter of an imaginary cylinder (termed the minor cylinder) which just
embraces the roots of an external thread or the crests of an internal thread.
Simple effective(or Pitch) Diameter: The diameter of an imaginary cylinder(termed the pitch
cylinder ) which intersects the surface of the thread in such manner that the intercept on an generator
of the cylinder between the points where it meets the opposite flanks of the thread groove is equal to
one half the basic of the thread .
The two methods for thread measurement that can be used are Two Wire Method & three Wire
Method
Two Wire Method:
The effective diameter of a screw thread may be ascertained by placing two wires or rods of identical
diameter between the flanks of the thread, and measuring the distance over the outside of these wires.
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Fig: Two Wire Method

FORMULA:
Major Diameter Measurement:
OD = D+ (RS ~ R)

Where,
D = Diameter of setting master.
RS = Micro meter reading over setting master.

R = = Micro meter reading over threaded W/P or gauges, +/ – is determined by relative size
of master & work piece.
Minor Diameter Measurement:
ID = D- (R ~ RO)
Where,
D = Diameter of setting master.
C = Core or minor diameter of work piece.
RP = Reading over master & prism

R = Reading over master & prism.
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Measurement of effective diameter by using 2 wire method:
E = T+P
T= D+ (RW ~ ROW)
Where,
E = Effective or pitch diameter
T = Measured dimension using cylinder.
RW= Reading measured over setting master with wire.
ROW= Reading measured over work piece over wire.
P = (0.86603 * p) – W
W =Mean diameter of cylinder wire used = 1.35mm
p = Pitch of thread = 2 mm

PROCEDURE
1. The setting master is held b/w center and taken the reading at the diameter say R S
2. The master cylinder is then replaced by a threaded work piece and R is taken.
3. Take the reading on micrometer and indicator in such a way that radius portion of prism

touches master.

4. The cylinder or wire should be chosen so that when placed b/w the threads, they should

contact about halfway down the flanks.

Conclusion:
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EXPERIMENT NO: - 04

Title: Measurement of spur gear parameters using Gear Tooth Vernier caliper.
Aim:

To Measure the tooth thickness of the given gear using Gear Tooth Vernier Caliper.

Apparatus: Gear tooth vernier caliper, gear specimen.

Theory: The gear tooth vernier caliper can be conveniently used to measure the tooth thickness at a
specified position on the teeth. The tooth thickness is measured at the pitch circle and is therefore
referred to as the pitch line thickness of the tooth. This caliper has two vernier scales and they are set
for width (‘w’) of the tooth and depth (‘d’) from the top at which (‘w’) is measured.
Experimental setup:

Fig: Gear Tooth Vernier Caliper.
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Procedure: (To measure the gear tooth thickness)
1. Find out the least count of the caliper.

i.e. Least count: Horizontal scale = 0.02mm, Vertical scale = 0.02mm
2. First find the blank diameter OD by a Vernier caliper and also count the number of teeth T of
the spur gear.
Next calculate module m=D/T in mm.
3. Calculate Theoretical thickness of tooth, Wt =T x m x sin (90/T) in mm.
4. Measure the Actual gear tooth thickness (Wm) using the gear tooth Vernier caliper.
5. Set the Vernier depth gauge (y-axis) of the Vernier gear tooth caliper for the dimension of
chordal depth (h).
6. Repeat the procedure for different teeth (at least for three teeth) and note down the
reading.
Observation Table:
Sr.No

Theoretical thickness of Actual Tooth thickness Difference in mm
tooth, Wt

(Wm)

1
2
3

Average Tooth thickness

Conclusions: Thus the tooth Thickness of the given gear is found out to be ------ mm.
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EXPERIMENT NO: 5

Title: Identification of surfaces using optical flat/interferometers and measure surface roughness using
surface roughness tester.

Aim: - Study of Surfaces using optical flat and Monochromatic Light Source and measure surface
roughness using surface roughness tester.
Apparatus: - Optical Flat and Monochromatic Light Source/ surface roughness tester.
Optical Flat and Monochromatic Light Source
Theory: Light band reading through an optical flat, using a monochromatic light source represent the
most accurate method of checking surface flatness. The monochromatic light on which the
diagrammatic interpretations of light wave readings are based comes from a source, which eliminates
all colours except yellowish colour. The dark bands viewed under the optical flat are not light waves.
They simply show where interference is produced by reflections from two surfaces. These dark
bands are used in measuring flatness. The band unit indicates the level of the work that has risen or
fallen in relation to the optical flat, between the centre of one dark band and the center of the next
dark band.
The basis of comparison is the reflected line tangent to the interference band and parallel to
the line of contact of work and the optical flat. The number of bands intersected by the tangent line
indicates the degree of variation from the true flatness over the area of the piece. Optical flats are
used to check flatness when surface to be tested shine and smooth i.e. Just like a mirror.
Optical flats are cylindrical piece made up of important materials such as quartz.
Specification ranges from 25mm by 38mm (dia x Length) to 300mm by 70 mm. Working surface are
finished by lapping and polishing process where as cylindrical surface are finished by grinding.
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Fig: Interferometer

Procedure:



Clean the surface to be tested to become shiny and wipe if with dry clean cloth

 Place the optical flat in between flatness of work piece to be tested and monochromatic Sources of

light i.e. on the work piece.


Both parts and flat must be absolutely clean and dry.

 After placing optical flat over work piece switch on the monochromatic source of light and Wait

until getting yellowish or orange colour.
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 Apply slight pressure over optical and adjust until getting steady band approximately parallel to

the main edges.
 Count the number of fringes obtained on the flat with the help of naked eye and calculates the

flatness error
7. By comparing behavior on the fringes with std-one & decided whether the surface is convex
concave or flat etc.

Observations:



Monochromatic yellow light source is used for conducting this experiment.



Wavelength of Monochromatic source of light.
/2 = __________ mm.

Where  = 0.0002974 mm

Observation Table:
Sr.No

No. of Fringes
Observed (N)

Flatness error = N x
/2

Type of Surface
(Concave/Convex etc.)

Applications:
Optical flats are used for testing the measuring surfaces of instruments like micrometers, measuring
anvils & similar other devices for their flatness & parallelism.
These are used to calibrate the standard gauges, like slip gauges, angle gauges & secondary gauges
in the workshops.
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In measuring the curvatures like convex and concave for surfaces of the standard gauges.
The rule for determining whether a surface is concave or convex is as follows: If the bands curve
around the thin part of the wedge (contact or pressure point) the surface is convex. If they curve
around the thick part of the wedge the surface is concave.

Fig: Fringes

Conclusion: Hence we have studied about surface flatness using optical flat for different surfaces we
got different patterns as follows:
Flat surface: Straight lines
Concave surface: Concentric circles moving away from center.
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Surface roughness measurement using Surface roughness tester
Surface roughness often shortened to roughness, is a component of surface texture. It is quantified by
the deviations in the direction of the normal vector of a real surface from its ideal form. If these
deviations are large, the surface is rough; if they are small, the surface is smooth. In surface
metrology, roughness is typically considered to be the high-frequency, short-wavelength component
of a measured surface. However, in practice it is often necessary to know both the amplitude and
frequency to ensure that a surface is fit for a purpose. Surface roughness is measured by using
surface roughness tester and is denoted by Ra (Roughness Average).

Equipment used for measuring Ra Value : Surface roughness tester Mitutoyo-SJ210
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Ra Determination Table: Ra value of a machined component is determine using Surface roughness
tester and V-Block for holding the cylindrical job.
Sr.No

Component Measured
Value 1

Measured

Measured

Average of

Value 2

Value 3

Measured
Value
(Ra in
Microns)

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

Conclusion: Hence measured the Surface roughness of a machined component using Surface
roughness tester Mitutoyo-SJ210
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EXPERIMENT NO: 06
Title: Determination of geometry & dimensions of given composite object using profile projector
and tool maker’s microscope.
Aim: Measurement on parts of complex form e.g. - profile of external thread, tool, templates,
gauges.
Apparatus: - Tool maker's microscope, Profile Projector, threading job.
Theory:
1. Tool maker's microscope:
Tool maker’s microscope is based on the Principle of optics. The microscope consists of a heavyduty base, which accommodates the illuminating unit underneath, and above this on the top surface
of the base, the work table carriage is supported on ball and controlled by micrometer screws.
Projecting up from the rear of the base is a column, which carries the microscope unit and various
interchangeable eyepieces.

Fig:
Tool Maker’s Microscope
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PROCEDURE

Measurement of screw thread pitch:
1. The image of the thread profile is set so that some of the profile coincides with the cross hair

as seen on the ground- glass screen.
2. The reading on thimble of the longitudinal micrometer screw is noted down.
3. Then the part is traversed by the micrometer screw until a corresponding point on the profile

of the next thread coincides with the cross hairs.
4. The reading on thimble is again noted and the difference in two readings gives the actual

pitch of the screw.
Pitch of the thread:
Sr.No

Initial micrometer
reading on thread
pitch A (mm)

Final micrometer
reading on thread
pitch B (mm)

Pitch of the thread
= B-A (mm)

1
2
3

Measurement of angle of thread:
1. It is determined by rotating the screen until a line on the screen coincides with one flank of the
thread profile
2. The angle of screen rotation is noted and then the screen is further rotated till the same line
coincides with the other flank of thread.
3. The difference in two angular readings gives the actual angel of thread on the screw.
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Observations:
Least Count of vertical slide micrometer = 1 MSD/ No. of divisions on thimble

1

= 0.0005 mm or 5 microns.
Least Count of horizontal slide micrometer = 1 MSD/ No. of divisions on thimble

2

= 0.0005 mm or 5 microns.
Tabular Column:

Tool Maker Microscope Reading
Sl. No

Parameters

Initial (a)

1

Outside dia. (mm)

2

inside dia. (mm)

Final (b)

Total A = a - b

Applications:
1. Length measurement in Cartesian and polar co-ordinates.
2. Angle measurements of tools; threading tool punches and gauges, templates etc.
3. Thread measurements i.e., profile, major and minor diameters, height of lead, thread angle.

4. Precision tools making of cutting tools
5. In jigs and fixtures for accuracy measurement, this can be used.
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6. In assembly & matching of components.
7. Measurement of angle by using a protractor eyepiece.
8. Comparison of thread forms with master profiles engraved in the eyepiece, measurement of

pitch and effective diameter.

Conclusions: The screw thread parameters have been found out.

Theory:
2. Profile Projector
Optical profile projector is a measuring instrument which projects an enlarged shadow of the part
being measured on a screen, where it is compared to a master drawing. By these devices,
complicated shaped parts can be easily checked. In any projection system, there are four essential
elements viz., source of light, collimating lens, projection lens and screen. The purpose of
collimating lens is to render the beam of light from point source to the parallel. The projection lens
form a real image on the screen of an object placed between it and collimator. The projector
magnifies the profile of the specimen, and displays this on the built-in projection screen. On this
screen there is typically a grid that can be rotated 360 degrees so the X-Y axis of the screen can be
aligned with a straight edge of the machined part to examine or measure. This projection screen
displays the profile of the specimen and is magnified for better ease of calculating linear
measurements. An edge of the specimen to examine may be lined up with the grid on the screen.
From there, simple measurements may be taken for distances to other points. This is being done on a
magnified profile of the specimen. It can be simpler as well as reduce errors by measuring on the
magnified projection screen of a profile projector.
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Fig: Profile Projector
SPECIFICATION
1

Micrometer Head

0-25 mm

2

Least Count

0.1 mm

3

Colour illuminator

150/250 W Halogen

4

Magnification

10x, 20x, 30x lenses

1. Procedure: (To determine the centre distance between two holes.)
1.

Go through the operations and inspection manual of profile projector.

2.
3.

Remove the projector lens cap.
Switch on the mains and the lens cap.

4.

Keep the object on the stage fitted with two micrometers and with the help of the focusing
system see that the profile is properly focused on the screen.

5.

Move the two micrometers in X and Y direction (after initial setting) to measure the center
distance between the two holes chosen.

6.
7.

By adjusting the circular scale determine the included angle of the notch.
For finding the radius of the specimen, find the value of r and d using X-Y micrometers.
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Precautions:
1.

Do not disturb the original setting of the mirror.

2.

Never touch the surface of the mirror with bare hands.

X

R1

R2

R3

R4

Observations &Tabular Column:

Engraved line

Total
MSR(mm)

TSR(mm)

Position

VSR(mm)
Reading(mm)

R1
R2
R3
R4
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Result:
1. Diameter of the first hole = D1 = R1 ~ R2.
2. Diameter of the second hole = D2 = R3 ~ R4.
3. Distance X = R3 ~ R2
4. Centre distance between the two holes = D1/2 + D2/2 + X =

2. Procedure
1. The required Magnification adapter is fixed in the center projector.
2. The flat specimen is placed on the glass plate and perfectly focused on the screen.
3. The profile of specimen is traced on a tracing paper is fixed on the screen using pencil.
3. Then the angle between the two reference surface and dimension are measured using table
micrometer and the Rota table screen circular scale and are tabulated .

Applications

1. Used for inspecting and comparing very small and complex parts, which play very
significant role in system’s structure, as an application of quality.
2. Profile Projector can reveal imperfections such as burrs, scratches, indentations or
undesirable chamfers which both micrometers or calipers can’t reveal.
3. Checking of dimensions from parts and lines.
4. Locating centres of holes, the intersections of two straight lines.
5. Checking of profiles which can’t be projected.
6. Locate the radius centre of a fillet
Conclusion:
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EXPERIMENT NO 07
Title: Case study on various tools in Total Quality Management (TQM).
(Case study having application of Total Quality Management tools)

Aim: Students will do a case study on "Quality Improvement in Manufacturing Industry By
Using Total Quality Management tools".
Tools: Total Quality Management tools: Pareto Principle, Scatter Plots, Control Charts, Flow
Charts, Cause and Effect, Fishbone or Ishikawa Diagram, Histogram or Bar Graph , Check Lists
and Check Sheets.
Problem Definition:

Literature Survey:

Identification Literature Gap:

Implementation of Total Quality Management tools:

Result & Discussion:

Conclusion:
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EXPERIMENT NO 08
Title: Industrial visit to Calibration lab /Quality control lab / Gear manufacturing unit /
Automotive Industry / Engineering Industry.

Aim: Students will visit Calibration lab /Quality control lab / Gear manufacturing unit /
Automotive Industry / Engineering Industry and will understand the measurement processes,
measurement techniques and measuring instruments & equipments.

Industrial Visit Report: Students will prepare a detail report on Industry visited

Conclusion:
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